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ABSTRACT:
Balfour Declaration, an important political document, drafted by the then British Foreign Secretary,
Lord Arthur Balfour in 1917 has proved so fatal to the world peace that the entire global
community remains constant focus to the threat of war in the Middle East, even of an atomic war.
The Declaration indeed was aimed at no more than the help the Jews in grabbing Palestine as
their homeland, fomenting the anguish of the worldwide Muslim community, and at reshaping the
History and Geography of Middle-East.

The ever proven reality is that the land of Palestine is, and has, remained in the custody of the
Arabs for thousands of years, even before the advent of Islam in the region.

Born in a Christian family, Lord Arthur Balfour had his inner sympathies for the Jews only. He
belittled the sentiments, emotions, and the legal-cum-political rights of the Muslims at the time of
his announcement of Declaration.

It is also noteworthy that primarily African country Uganda was awarded to the Zionists as their
homeland in fear of the Arab reaction and wrath. But the idea was absolutely rejected by the then
Zionist leaders insisting on to carve it out right in the heart of the Middle East. So viewing its
financial harm in the first world war,and hoping to be aided by the great financial Zionist Lords in
this respect, the British Government bowed ultimately before the Zionist designs and decided to
follow only their guidance. Balfour Declaration is thus the outcome of that conspiracy.

The most notable words stated about Palestine are that it is "a country so small, but has the
history so vast", and that "no other piece of land in the world has ever faced as much catastrophy
and wars as this small piece of land has!"
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